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Warriors the broken code series

Series of Fantasy WarriorsBoxed sets of wars: Prophecy begins with geriors: The new prophecy series series: Prophecy begins (2003–2004) Geriors: The New Prophecy (2005–2006) Valiant Sorrants: Power Three (2007–2009) Warriors: Omen of the Stars (2009–2012) Warriors: Dawn of the Clans (2013–2015) Valiant s'geriors: A Vision of Shadows (2016–2018) Geriors: Bro's
Code (2019-) Standalones AuthornErin HunterIllustratorne McLoughlinOwen RichardCountryunited KingdomLangunglishGengenFantasy , young fictionPublisherHarperCollinsPublished21 January 2003 – presentWebsitewww.warriorcats.com hardy sor is a series of novels based on the adventures and drama of several clans of feral carriages. The series is mostly set at fictitative
location White Hart Woods, and later, Sanktuary Lake. The series is published by HarperCollins and written by authors Kate Cary, Cherith Baldry, and Tui T. Sutherland under collective pseudonym Erin Hunter, and the plot developed by editor Victoria Holmes. There are now seven sub-series, each containing six pounds except for the seventh sub-series, which is currently in
progress. The first, Warriors (later re-title Geriors: The Starting Prophecy), was published from 2003 to 2004, and details the adventures of a house named Rusty, who is joining one of the sturdy shori clans, Thunderbird. Geriors: The new prophecy, published from 2005 to 2006, follows the first sub-series, chronicle clans' journey to a new home. Arc's third story, Warriors: Power of
Three, was published from 2007 to 2009, and centers around a prophecy about three cats with extraordinary powers. The fourth sub-series, The Warriors: Omen of the Stars, was published from 2009 to 2012 and continues to arc the story of warriors: Power Three. The fifth sub-series, The Warriors: Dawn of the Clan, was published from 2013 to 2015. This prequel series arc
details the formation of the clan. The sixth sub-series, The Warriors: A Vision of Shadows, was published from 2016 to 2018. Chronologically, warriors: A vision of Shadows following warriors: Ornaments of the Stars. The seventh sub-series may have been warriors: The Broken Code, Starting with Stars Lost, which was released on April 9, 2019. [1] Other books have been
released in addition to the main series, including 13 length stand-alone Super Edition novels, several e-book brochures later published in five print compilations, six guide books, and several volumes of original English-language languages, initially producing as a collaboration between HarperCollins and TOKYOPOP before closing in later. The series has also been translated into
several languages.Alibaba Pictures has acquired the film rights in the series as of 2016, though no progress has been made. Major themes of the series include adventure, forbidden love, the concept of nature vs. nourishment, liters of good vs evil, different reactions of faith are reunited with each other, and everyone is a mixture of good and bad. The authors draw inspiration from
several natural places and other authors like J. R. R. Tolkien, J. Rowling, and William Shakespeare. Warriors received mostly positive reviews, but was also criticized for being confusing due to large numbers of character and complex relationships. Critics have compared it to the Redwall series. Despite nomination for multiple awards, the Warriors have yet to receive any major
literary award. Several novels in the series arrived at the New York Times Bestseller list, and the series gained popularity in many countries, including Trinidad, the United Kingdom, Germany, and China. Inspiration and origins of New Forest, which became the basis for jungle cat living in the series first began when publisher Erin Hunter asked Victoria Holmes to write a fantasy
series about feral cats. The houses were initially not enthusiastic, since it could not imagine coming up with enough ideas. He worked with the concept, however, that he expanded the story with elements of war, politics, revenge, doomed love, and religious conflict. [2] Although the original plan was for a stand-alone novel, enough material was created for several books, and the
publisher decided on a six-volume range. [2] The first volume, in the wild, was written by Kate Cary under the pseudonym Erin Hunter and completed in about three months. [3] Home then began to work behind the scenes, editing and supervising details. [4] Cherith Baldry joined the team writing the third book, Forest of Secrets. After writing the first Guide to The Warriors Field, Tui
Sutherland became the fourth author to use Erin Hunter's pseudonym. [5] The authors named several other authors as sources of inspiration when writing the novels. In an online chat author, Cherith Baldry listed the authors who inspired her as including Tolkien, Iursula K. Guin, and Shakespeare. In the same chat, Victoria Holmes claims that Jacqueline Wilson, Kathy Reichs, and
J. Rowling are some of the authors who inspired her.[5] According to the official website, other authors who have inspired writers include Enid Blyton, Lucy Daniels, Ellis Wedge, Tess Gerritsen, Kate Ellis, Lisa Gardiner, and Meg Kabot. [6] The authors also mentioned several other sources of inspiration. The Newest Jungle in southern England was the basis for forest where the
original series took place. [3] Other places to influence include Loch Lomond,[7] as well as the Scottish Highlands. Nicholas Culpeper, a physician who used material made in the natural world as medicine, also had an influence on the set of healings. His book, The Erbal Culpeper, is used as a source by the authors for many herbs that are used in the books. in addition authors
suggest that they may use some split-created names in future workbooks. [5][8] The Rambo movie series was also cited as a source of inspiration. [9] Settings and universes See also: List of warriors' characters warriors center universal around a large group of feral cats that initially reside in a forest, and in the next, around a rain after they fled the jungles of their homes because of
its own human destruction. Cats are divided into five groups called Clans: ThunderClan lives in wooden areas, WindClan resides on their engines, RiverClan by the River River, and ShadowClan in and around the panels. SkyClan, a group immediately introducing fifth, was part of that system, but was forced to flee when territories were destroyed by people for urban development.
Other clans were reunited for the sixth and sixth. Each clan fits them with their own plot. For example, RiverClan cats, swimming in the river catch fish, while the majority of cats from other clans are scared and avoid bodies of water. On the other hand, WindClan cats are soon running, allowing them to catch rabbits and wear on the bad open-air territories. Relationships between
different clans are usually tension and they often enter conflict with each other. However, the Clan also sometimes shows concern for each other; The idea of a clan being destroyed usually causes deep disturbances and prompts urgent action on behalf of all clans. The Clan cats have a faith system based on the concept of StarClan, a group of spirits of deceased ancestors, who
give advice to the living clan cases, usually those of clans in which they reside in their lives. After death, the minds of most Clan Cats join StarClan and reside in a paradise forest. StarClan often gives advice to the clans of dreams and other signs such as omens, most commonly directed towards each Clan's medicine cat, part of which his role is to communicate with StarClan, in
addition to providing medical care to the Clan. Besides StarClan, there exists the Dark Forest, also known as the place of No Star, which takes the form of a never-ending jungle. Cat Spirit which has caused great pain and suffering to others while living walks alone as a form of punishment. Although cats in the Dark Jungle are meant to be isolated as punishment, they eventually
learn how they appear in their dreams of live chat many the way StarClan does. Cats that live outside of the Clans categorize in three groups. Home, referred to as cooks by Cat Clan, are often looked upon by the clan cats for their cozy and lazy shapes. Lone is the feral cat living outside of the clan, usually by themselves. They are often considered the clan and suspect. Similar to
cart are rogue, that differs from them that they try to cause clan damage. In some cases, these cats may form like Sisters (a group of female cats living together), Kin (a group of violent rougues), BlClan (another group of rogue violent guardians) and cats (a cat group that heals others and avoids conflict). It is rare, though not unusual in, for a cook, lone, or rogue to join a clan, as
exteriors are generally disrupted by clan cats. In several cases, the clans who took off from outside have been met and despised by other clans. Besides the clans' territories lie a mountain range, stay in the tribe of Water Rushing (often referred simply as the Tribe), a chat group that follows a different set of ancestors: the Tribe of Infinite Hunt. The tribe has a different hierarchy
structure than the Clones, which includes a healer, cave-keeper, and pre-hunters, who each serve a different function of the tribe. Healer's lead the Tribe, heal the sick and wound, and interact with the Tribe in Hunt Ending; the guard cave-keeper defended the Tribe and hunted the pre-hunters for the Tribe. In a following prequel series, it is revealed that the Tribe was formed by
the predecessor of the Clan as the Territory of the Lak live in the mountains. In turn, cats from the Tribe later moved to the forest in the original series and formed the clan. Warriors Series: Prophecy to start main articles: Hardy Sho (arc) Hardy shorie original series, later re-title Geriors: Prophecy begins, [10] Was released in 2003 2004 and consists of six books: The Wild (21
January 2003), Fire and Ice (27 May 2003), Secret Forest (14 October 2003), Rising Storms (6 January 2004), a dangerous path (1 June 2004) , and The Darkest Hour (5 October 2004). [11][12][13][14][15][16] The series has subtitled the starting prophecies for its subtitle-release and new cover in 2015. [10] The series details the experiences of a house named Rusty which
ventures into the jungle and is invited to join ThunderClan, one of four wild cat groups in the jungle. Throughout the series, he rose through the Clan hierarchy while trying to discover and later stopped the treacher of his Clanmate and Deputy Tigerclaw, who intended initially to use ThunderClan's leadership and later plans to take over all the Clans. Geriors: The New Main
Prophecy Article: Geriors: The New Prophecy Series Second, Courageous s'geriors: The New Prophecy, was released from 2005 to 2006 and consists of six books: Midnight (10 May 2005), Luna (1 August 2005), Dawn (27 December 2005), Starlight (4 April 2006), Twilight (22 August 2006), and Sunset (26 December 2006). [17][18][19][20][21][22] In this series, clans' survival is
put at risk as people begin to destroy the forests of their homes and vehicles. The series equalised around a group of cats, including Tawnypelt at ShadowClan, Crowpaw (later Crowfeather) in WindClan, Feathertail of RiverClan, and Brambleclaw in ThunderClan, and by Brothers Plimtail, Storms, and ThunderClan Learning Squirrelpaw (later Squirrelflight), brought together by
visions from StarClan to embark on a request to find a new home for the Clan. The series also details the upcoming Arkanse trip to find the New Orleans Lakes territories, before introducing a new prophecy that blood flow spreads blood and the lake will run red, it presents a conflict between Brambleclaw and his half-brother Hawkfrost, who plan to follow their father Tigersar
Footage and take more than the clones. Warriors: Power of three main articles: Warriors: Power of the third series, Hardy s'Valiant: Power of the Three, released in 2007 2009 and consists of six books: The Eye (24 April 2007), Dark Rivers (26 December 2007), Outcast (22 April 2008), Eclipse (2 September 2008), Long Shadows (25 November 2008), and Sunrise (21 April
2009). [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] The trace is centered upon the prophecy Shall have three, Which holds the power of the stars of the papers, who gave firestar of firestar's standalone novels Firestar to Demand Firestar, which takes place between the original warriors Arc and Warriors: The New Prophecy.[29] The prophecy refers to Firestar's grandson , who is discovered over
the course of the range that they each have unique supernatural capabilities. Jayfeather, who, despite being congenitally blind, may sense others' emotions and enter their dreams (at which time, he is able to see), first learned of the prophecy when he entered Firestar's dream. Believing the prophecy refers to him and his brother and sister, details the series details their efforts to
discover his brother and sister's abilities. They discover that Lionblaze is influenced accidents during fighting, but, despite their efforts, ultimately concluded that the Hollyleaf sisters don't possess any special abilities, so that the prophecy refers to a third-undiscovered third cat, a point to draw more explosions to the subsequent series, The Warriors: Omen of the Stars. In addition,
they discover that their parents are not Squirrelflight and Brambleclaw as they believed, but rather Leafpool and Crowfeather Warriors: Omen of the Main Stars Articles: The Hardy Sciences of the Fourth Series, Valiant: Omen of the Stars, was released in 2009 2012 and consists of six books: The Fourth Learning (24 November 2009), Fading Echoes (23 March 2010) , Night
Whispers (23 November 2010), Sign of the Moon (5 April 2011), Gerior In Memory (22 November 2011), and The Last Hope (3 April 2012). [30][31][32][33][34][35] [35] The series continues the drawing of warriors: Power three, after it is discovered at the end of the previous series that Lionblaze and Jayfeather's sister, Hollyleaf, do not have a special power, and not the third cat
predicted in the prophecy there will be three, the stars, who hold the power of the stars of the paws. 19 starting with Jayfeather's discoveries and the Lionblaze that the third cat predicted in the prophecy is Dovepaw, one of Firestar's grandoneces, when it was discovered to possess the ability to clairvoance. The trio learn throughout the course of the series that cats in the Dark
Jungle, which are spirits of cat clans who commit evil acts during their lives, tailored an attack on the Live Clan cats, recruit live cats causing them, their brutal training to fight their dreams, and manipulate the clans of these cats. Jayfeather receives a vision to inform him that there will be a fourth integral to the prophecy, who ultimately revealed during the climatic battle between
the dark forest and clan to be firefighters himself, having to defeat the Tigersar spirit conclude the battle in the clan's favor, though Firestar wound mortals in the process. Warriors: Dawn of the Clan fifth series, Warriors: Dawn of the Clan, released from 2013 to 2015 and consists of six books: The Sun Trail (5 March 2013), Thunder Rising (5 November 2013), The First Battle (8
April 2014), The Blazing Star (4 November 2014), a forest divide (7 April 2015), and the Star Path (1 September 2015). [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] Centers are arc around the training and early days of the clans. Chats from the Tribe to Rushing Water to the mountains are left in search of a better house, finally discovering the forest that becomes the territories of the modern clans,
and form the clans. Warrior: A Vision of Shadow Warriors: A Vision of Shadows is sixth sub-series. The series was originally planned to be title Geriors: StarClan's Promises. The series comprises six novels: The Apprentice Request (15 March 2016), Thunder and Shadow (6 September 2016), Heaven Shattered (11 April 2017), Darkest Night (7 November 2017), River Fire (10
April 2018), and Storm Laos (6 November 2018). [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] The series is set approximately eight months after Bramblestar's Storm and is initially written from views of Alderpaw (later Alderheart), Bramblestar and the son of the squirrel. Immediately novels also feature the points of the view of Twigkit (later Twigpaw and Twigbranch) and Violet (later Violepaw and
Vyoletshine), who eventually discovered to be the children of a lost SkyClan cat. The Learning Request opens with each Clan's medication to receive a prophecy from StarClan telling them to embrace what you get in their shadow, so only they can clear the sky. Alderpaw sent off with a patrol to acquire SkyClan, the fifth clan who drove long ago and has most recently been rebuild
by Firestar at Firestar's request. The patrol discovers a group of cats under the leadership of a cat named Darktail living in SkyClan's throat camp, which drove SkyClan away. 'Journey back to the clone' The patrol encountered two abandoned holes under a road. They name them Twigkit and Violet and bring them back to be adopted by ThunderClan and ShadowClan, respectively.
However, the Darktail Group of Cats followed the patrols and attacked four remaining klans. A group of ShadowClan cats against their leader, Rowanstar, and end joining in Darktail's invasion, driving out Rowanstar and his mate, Tawnypelt, and son, Tigerheart. Darktail and his followers then try to destroy the remaining three klans. Darktail is finally revealed as the long son of
WindClan Leader Onestar, who gives his last life to kill him. Twigpaw left ShadowClan in search of SkyClan and bring them into the pak territories. However, four other clans are struggling to accept SkyClan's presence in their territory. ShadowClan finally disbands and joins SkyClan, and Rowanstar returns to his warriors' name, Rowanclaw. However, his son Tigerheart rebuilds
Clan Runnels and becomes their new leader, to take on Tigerstar's name. Tensions between the clan escalated when Deputy Tigerstar, Juniperclaw, attempted to poison SkyClan, but Juniperclaw later sacrificed himself to save the tigersatar's son, Shadowkit. SkyClan is finally accepted by the other Klans. Warriors: The broken rope geriors: The broken code is the seventh sub-
series, including Lost Stars (April 9th, 2019), the Silent Thaw (October 29th, 2019), Veil to Shadows (April 7th, 2020), Dark Nan, (November 10th, 2020), and two non-publishing facilities. [48] [49] [50] The sixth Book is name and no release date, while the fifth, the place of No Stars, is scheduled for April 6, 2021. The series is written in Point of View Bristlepaw (later Bristlefrost), a
ThunderClan learning, Rootpaw (later rebootspring), a SkyClan learning, and Shadowpaw (later Shadowsight), a ShadowClan medicine learning cat. In disquiet hardy: The code is broken, thunderClan Bramblestar leader has behaved erratically after losing one of his nine lives during an unexplained period of silence by StarClan. Through the course of the series, it was revealed
that Bramblestar's body is owned by an anonymous spirit chat, causing chaos to all the five clans, claiming that various cats have broken the outgoing hardy code beyond redemption and exiled ones, while also asking that other clan leaders do the same. Shadowsight visits the Dark Jungle and discovers the potal at StarClan covering weakened spirits with the bramblestar, fading
without his body, trapped in a hollow tree. A number of rebels from each of the five clans are out, ending in a fight between all the five clans, which ends with the impossor capture. Shortly afterwards, Squirrelflight realized the identity of the cat that took over Bramblestar's body, though it doesn't reveal it until the next book. Standalones Super Edition Super Edition Stand-Alone
Book Warriors are series about 500 pages long, approximately double the length of a normal War Book. Firestar's first edition demands, detailed Firestar's journey to rebuild SkyClan, the fifth who lost fifth in the jungle. Other super editions include Bramblestar's storm, describing the idea of ThunderClan learning Bramblestar to lead his clan into difficulty, the Secret of the
Yellowfang, which recounts the story of a ShadowClan medicine cat who eventually murdered his own father and nearly destroyed his entire clan and his vicious conquest, and The Bluestar Prophecy, which tells the story of Bluestar, ThunderClan's leader before Firestar. There have been 13 Super Editions published so far, and the most recent vow, was released in September
2020. [51] Title Release Date Firestar's Quest 21-08-2007 Bluestar's Prophecy 28-07-2009 SkyClan's Destiny 03-08-2010 Crookedstar's Promise 05-07-2011 Yellowfang's Secret 09-12-2012 Tallstar's Revenge 02-07-2013 Bramblestar's Storm 26-08-2014 Moth Flight's Vision 03-11-2015 Hawkwing's Journey 01-11-2016 Tigerheart's Shadow 05-09-2017 Crowfeather's Trial 04-
09-2018 Squirrelflight's Hope 03-09-2019 Graystripe's Vow 01-09-2020 Field guides The authors have also published multiple field guides, which include short stories, lists, and art that further detail various aspects of the series' universe. Each installation is usually about 150 pages long. The field guides include: Secrets of the Clan (29 May 2007): A guide that details a variety of
topics, most notably the foundation of the clans as well as detailed some of their mythology. Clan Codes (9 June 2009): An outage of the Warrior Code, a respected code followed by all clan cats, and its tenets, including several short stories explaining the origins of certain elements of the code. Clan Cats (24 June 2008): A character guide that includes both a synopsis and official
art for the major characters of Prophecy to Start with the new prophecy subscribers. Battle of the Clans (1 June 2010): A guide that details the battle techniques and battle tactics of the various clans. The Hardy Guide (8 months August 2012): A cheerleader with noble-exclusive guide. Geriors: The Ultimate Guide (5 November 2013): A character guide that includes both a
synopsis and official art for the major characters for all axles up and including the fifth axle, Dawn of the Clans. It's an updated edition and expanded to Chats of the Clan. Original English-language manga series several of the original English-language manga produced by HarperCollins and TOKYOPOP. [52] And the belt of TOKYOPOP, subsequent traders have been published
under the name HarperCollins alone. The Manga series consists of several sub-series, Graystripe's Adventure, Tigerstar and Sasha, Ravenpaw's Path, and SkyClan and The Stranger, each with three as well as the stand-alone book, The Ride to Scourge, all by Dan Jolley. Upcoming traders, marked as graphic novels, include a shadow of RiverClan and Wind of Change, the letter
of which is scheduled for publication on 4 June 2021. Title Release Note Warrior lost 24-04-2007 Later collected from Graystripe's anthology to guerrilla adventure at 26-12-2007 Kings Return 22-04-2 Ride A at Scourge 24-06-2008 in the woods 02-09-2008 The Tigersar Party and Sasha Trilogy Escape from Jungle 23-12-2 Back to Clan 09-06-2009 Which gathered peace 24-11-
2009 Ravenpaw Path Party in need of 23-03-2010 The heart of a Warriors 03-08-2010 Relief At 05-07-2011 Part of the SkyClan and the Stranger Trilogy Beyond the Code 22-11-2011 After The floods 03-04-2012 A Shadow of RiverClan 02-06-2020 Winds Change 01-06-2021 [53] Multiple Novelas were also written by Erin Hunter and was originally published only in e-book
format; the release of merchant anthology to three novellas each. Title Release Date Noted Hollyleaf 03-03-2012 Originally released e-book only. Later collected in the anthology written anthology write anthology: The Told Stories. Omen Mistystar 11-09-2012 Travel Cloudstar's 29-01-2013 Tigerclaw the Fury 28-01-2014 Originally released e-book only. Later collected in
anthology to write anthology writing anthology: Tales from the Clan. Wishish 22-04-2014 Dovewing's Silence 04-11-2014 Vengeance Mapleshade's 24-03-2015 Originally released e-book only. Later they were collected in their written antology anthology: The Shadow of the Clan. Curse Goosefeather's 01-09-2015 Ravenpaw Farewell 26-01-2016 Spottedleaf that 11-04-2017
Release of the Antology Warriors: Legend of Pinestar Clans's Choice of Det Chunderstar in Echo Redtail 09-04-2011 War in the Warriors Dig: The Way of a Warriors[54] Clan Shadowstar Lives of the Clan Shadowstar of Kitts 07-04-2020 War between the Warriors Warriors: The Holy Spirit of Spirit mothwing Daisy's Roots to Kin 06-04-2021 For the war of their antology healings :
The choice of a warrior [55] rewarded Spotfur's Rebellion critiques first reception in the series, In the wild, was generally well received, and the reviewer called him a playback,[56] quite anrosing, [57] and exciting ... action-packed adventure. [58] A review praised the authors for creating an intrigued world ... and an engaging young hero. [59] However, another critiques the
characters and imaginations of world as being neither ... consistent nor skill . [60] The man was also praised: A reviewer for the Children's Bookwatch noted that in the woods ends up on a tension cliffhanger, leaving the reader to anticipation worry for more ... In the woods... is especially recommended for cat lovers everywhere. [61] His sequence, escaped from the forest, was
properly reviewed: A review for Weekly Publishers believes that girls would benefit from reading about Sasha leaving the powerful Tigersar due to rising violence. The art also praised the art, with the review writing that Hudson's artwork brings Sasha's emotional journey to life, showing every moment of fear, anxiety, joy, and joy. the cat-eye perspective of many of the panels, in
addition, adds [sic] a dramatic, energizing element to the book. The review also wrote that a percussion in the end will let fans leave fans for the next saga installation of Sasha, and that the book would appeal to young adults trying to find their place in the world. Lisa Goldstein for Schools Library Journal also gave the book a positive review, writing that the plot would attract new
fans and appeal to old fans. The review also wrote that even if the cover claims that this is a 'manga', the right illustrations are mapped to a simple, realistic style. [63] The large number of characters involved in the series often saw it as a negative point; though a reviewer compared the great cast to those of a Greek drama, [64] others wrote that it was hard to follow[65] with a little
confusion. [59] The characters were also criticized as being a bit flat[65] and limited essentially to each person's function of the clan.[60] As a review put it, the cats in the series are true to their feline nature,[56] leading some criticism of happy comments that the books will let puss eye readers a bit nervous ,[66] and wondering what dream of greatness can bury the cat family. [58]
However, this realistic also means that the series has a relatively large amount of violence,[59] with one criticism stating that it is not for loss of heart. [64] Several critics compared warriors to Redwall series Brian Jacques' Redwall,[56][60] though one commented that he was not as elegantly written. [59] The New York Times calls the series a hit with young readers, especially
because of its universal spraying,[67] and the series appears on the New York Times Bestseller list for a total of 117 weeks, as of November 24, 2013. [68] The award and recognition of the wild was nominated for the Pacific Northwest Association 2006 Young Reader's Award but lost to Eragon Kristofer Paolini.[69] He was also listed on the top 10 fantasy books for June of 2003
[71] and was a Book of Senses 76 Chosen. [11] The eye was nominated for the Best Middle Reader Book of the Best Amazon Book of the Year (2007) and placed sixth out of the ten candidates, with six percent of the total votes. He was also nominated for Children's Choice Books. [73] In 2006, Warriors also received an honorable mention for the best book series for Publishers
On The Grammy Awards. [74] Household terms said that one of the good about writing a book about cats is that we can attack tough human problems such as death, racial inlerance, and religious inlerance [seems so heavy]. [75] The series often revolver around forbidden love. These relationships do not allow for various purposes: some involve cat medicines, which do not allow
them to have subjects according to the cat medicine code, while others develop between cats in different clans, which are also prohibited by the soryan courageous code (for example, Graystripe in ThunderClan and Silverstream in RiverClan). Holmes said another central theme of the series is faith and spirituality regarding StarClan. [76] All books of features in the influence series
of StarClan, not just as cats are thought of them, but in terms of prophecy released by StarClan that inevitably comes true. Some scenes take place in StarClan's remal, with no live chat present. Thus, the existence of an appreciation and influence of spirit that has passed on and again maintains the earthly identity is integral to all the plot acts of the series. Another idea being
explored through the novels is the different reactions of their faith when they meet with each other. For example, tribal water rushing, which believes in spiritual ancestors different than the clans, is introduced to Moonrise. In a cat author, Holmes explains that the books never say that either the clan or the tribe of Water Rushing is right about faith because both are equally valid.
This leads to fear and suspicion between them because they fear of things they don't understand. Households have noticed that ignorance is a very scary thing! [77] Non-belief is also explored in the stories of characters, such as Cloudtail and Mothwing, who do not believe in StarClan. [78] Another theme is that characters can be a mixture of good and evil. Holmes said she is
fascinated by such shadow of grey personalities. Her example of this was when Bluestar, a noble cat and vows, gave up her holes for her own ambitions. Another example he gave in this is how the tigerstar's antagonist, even with all his faults, is still courageous man and bad loyal. [75] Likewise, Holmes has also connected the term Brambleclaw with how nobody knew if it was
good or wrong. [5] A great third term, often referred to as nurtured against nature, explores whether a character is born the way he or she will be, or if other extrinsic form factors are. For example, Brambleclaw's dad is bad Tigerstar, but Brambleclaw eventually demonstrates that despite this, he's not wrong himself, despite the initial suspicion of Clanmates due to his father's
legacy. This theme links to all colors in the theme grid. [77] A weekly publisher review noted that friendship and responsibility are taught in character through the novels,[58] while another reviewer pointed out the idea that, as Clan Cat shun the house for their soft lives, people should realize that it is necessary to experience difficulties in life. [80] In Dawn, the importance of
exploring cooperation. The Klans cards, virtually hostile to each other, are forced to work together to find a new home. Other terms pointed out deals with families, losses, respect, bravoy, death, loyalty, and those rules. [77] [58] Publications story all of the warriors books except for the manga (except a shadow of RiverClan) have been published as hardcovers, and the majority of
them have also been published as papers. Starlight, Twilight, and Sunset from the new prophecy, as well as the first Four Authors of the Stars books, are available in an audiobook format. [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] The new audiobook prophecy is spoken by Nanette Savard, which has performance praised by reviewers. A reviewer for AudioFile wrote: Nanette Savard carries
out the young cats who are fighting to help survive the clan and protect each other from outdoor danger. [88] [89] The audiobook stars are spoken by voice actress Veronica Taylor. The books in four main series have also been released in an e-book format. [90] Foreign editions of warriors were first published in the U.S. and United Kingdoms. [3] The editions were published in the
first two series -- warriors and warriors: the new prophecy -- in the United Kingdom there were slight variations in design from the United Kingdom. [91] Warriors also sold in New Zealand,[92] Australia,[93] and Canada. Translations of other languages such as Czech, Norwegian, Lithuania, Finnish, Japanese, French, Spanish, Russia, Chinese, and Korean have also been
published. [94] First books were published in Italy and Latin America,[95] the first five series in Germany,[96] and the first four series in the Netherlands. [5] Fandom also exists in Trinidad and Singapore. [97] The first two books were published in Poland. [98] Other media website Warriors website previously announced screen warriors, videos on topics such as the process of
writing a book of man, and pressing. [99] [100] [101] Additionally, there were browser-based games including the New Prophecy Adventure and Valiant Warriors Game. [102] An additional game for the website was planned for release in 2010, but has never been released despite a report of having first-round tests. [103] He stated that there are no plans for an official video game,
but if one were to do, it would likely be based on a film adaptation of the Warriors series. [103] Many fans have restored to make their own games and websites, many of these sites being played-by-post role-playing game forums. [77] The Website later re-designed and is now accessible via both browser and an official mobile application. Much of the old content was not carried on
in the new version of the website. Film on 20 October 2016 Holmes Holmes announced that Alibaba Pictures bought the production rights for a film adaptation with David Heyman as producer, and a movie poster has been released. On 14 May 2018 it was announced that STX Leisure came on board to co-produce the film, with STX painting member Gigi Pritzker working
alongside Heyman. They also announced that screenwriters Jonathan Aibel and Glenn Berger would write the screenplay for the film. No director or release date has yet been announced for the film, and no information has been released since. [104] [105] The brief history of the first story written by Erin Hunter is Spottedleaf's Honest Answer, in which the spirit of former drug
ThunderClan cat Spottedaf discusses his love for Firestar. In the process, the story provides readers with information about events held in the Warriors series from the Wild in Firestar's request. [106] On 20 January 2009, another short story, the Decided Clans, was released on the Ultimate Geriors Election Leader Election, starring Firestar, which won an election of an online fan
vote born in recognition of President Obama's Inauguration Day. In the story, cats from the Four Clone votes on whether the Clans should work together to survive a winter of the seventh; cats are finally voting in favor of working together. [107] Two short stories, After Sundown: The right choice? and Elders' concerns, they were already available to defunct the mobile application
warriors. [108] Elders noted concerns have timeline errors. Taking place after Bluestar's selection of Firefighters for Deputies, the detail story about the elder Halftail will awaken other elders to discuss his discontent with the decision with them. On after sunset: The right choice?, Brambleclaw, after killing his half-brother hawkfrost to save Firestar (as described in sunset), worried
about Firestar's reaction, but Firefighters turned out to him. Played written by Victoria Holmes for a tour, a player titled After Sun: We need to talk to was first premier on April 28, 2007 at the secret bookstore in Seattle, Washington. It details a meeting between Leafpool in ThunderClan and Crowfeather in WindClan after the events at sunset. The script was released to the public



on the old official site for the warriors' series. [109] During an event to pick up money in Russellville, Arkansas, brightspirit's mercy was held by various high school drama students. Second played by Erin Hunter, the Mercury Brightspirit is about Jaypaw, Lionblaze, and Hollyleaf. After attending a rally, where it is obvious all clans are except for the ThunderClan they're hungry, three
cats from StarClan to them: Brightspirit and his parents, Shiningheart and Braveheart, the characters who created on Wands and World, a fantasy fiction forum, in memory of a 10-year-old fan, portraying Grace Cherry, and his parents, Dana and Jimmy Cherry, all three of them killed in a tonad in February 2007. [110] They say to their three young cats that they must help feed the
other clans. Jaypaw is easily convinced, but Hollyleaf and Lionblaze are harder to win over. Eventually, they agree to Hunt, then wait at the WindClan border for a patrol. Ashfoot, WindClan's deputy, accepts the gift, but Breezepaw, too proud to have the help of yet another clan, refuses to eat it. Jaypaw, Lionblaze, and Hollyleaf then head towards another Clan territory.[111]
Physical media Brambleclaw on a Chinese trade card. In the Chinese translation of the range, four trade 3-D are packages in each book. The 3-D effect is generated using stereoscopic printed terrace. These maps feature pictures of the cats on the center of the book cover with Chinese names and English names, and biographic information on the back.[112] In 2019, when the
official release of Hub was released, several official pieces, licensed goods were also released. This included clan-theme posters, pens, bracelets, bookmarks, papers, faces, necklaces, bags, and shirts. Small heads more and full-sized plushes of various characters were also produced. Mobile application on 30 June 2011, an official iOS application and Android application was
released on iTunes App Store[108] with Google Play Store. It contains information about the books of the series, profiles of the clan and major characters (including app-exclusive information), an interactive timeline and maps, two application-exclusive short stories, a trivia game, and a list of all the book warriors that were released at that point. The app was eventually removed
from the App Store. In 2019, an updated Warriors app was released, in which one could access blogs and analysis written by the editors of the series, shops for merchandise, fan browse, and votes of votes, some of which affected the fleet of the warrior series. Reference^ Warriors: The broken code #1: Lost Stars. Harper Collins Publishers. Retrieved December 5, 2018. ^ a
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